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Compounding = Finding the future value from present value.

Discounting = Finding the present value from future value.

Present value is the current value of future amount

Future value is the value of current amount in future. 

Suppose you invest today Rs 100 at 10% interest for 1 year. Then after one year, the

amount becomes Rs110. This Rs 100, which you are investing today, is called the present

value of Rs 110.
Future value is that value which will be the value in the future.

Financial Terms





CAPITAL BUDGETING

Capital budgeting is a process of evaluating

investments and huge expenses in order to obtain the

best returns on investment.





Traditional capital 

budgeting

Modern capital 

budgeting







1. Pay-back Period

Pay-back period is the time required to
recover the initial investment in a
project.The payback period method is the simplest of all. It defines the period in which

the company can recover its investment value.



Pay-back Period

Sr Cash inflows Cumulative cash 

inflows

1 10000 10000

2 10000 20000

3 10000 30000

4 10000 40000

5 10000 50000

Total outflow or initial investment Rs30,000/-

Annual Cash inflow 10000/-

Expected Period 5

Our investment is recovered 

in 3 years. So pay back 

period is 3 years

Post pay-back period=2 year

Post pay-back profit= 20000

50000-3000=20000



Pay-back Period Formula
If inflow is uniform



Accept /Reject criteria

If the actual pay-back period is less than the predetermined
pay-back period, the project would be accepted. If not, it
would be rejected.

Actual pay back period < predetermined (Estimated) Pay

back period

Accept /Reject criteria



Example

Pay Back Calculation

We Accept or Reject=???



The above calculation shows that in 3 years Rs. 23,000 is 
recovered.
And in year 4 total recovered = 35000



Our pay-back period is between 3 and 4 years

+
2000
12000

×12 months

Due amount

Total amount of  next inflow
×12 months

= 3 years 2 months



Merits of Pay-back method

The following are the important merits of the pay-back
method:
Merits

1. It is easy to calculate and simple to understand.
2. Pay-back method provides further improvement over the accounting
rate return.

3. Pay-back method reduces the possibility of loss on account of
obsolescence.
Demerits

1. It ignores the time value of money.
2. It ignores all cash inflows after the pay-back period.
3. It is one of the misleading evaluations of capital
budgeting as it ignore all post pay back periods inflows.



2. Post Pay-back Profitability Method

Post Pay-back Period method takes into account the

period beyond the pay-back method.

This method is also known as Surplus Life over Pay-

back method.



Post Pay-back Profitability formula

Accepted/ rejected
According to this method,

the project which gives the greatest post pay-back period or post

pay-back profit may be accepted.



Example

Post Pay-Back Calculation



Example

Post Pay-Back Calculation



3. Accounting Rate of Return or Average Rate of Return

The accounting rate of return (ARR) is a formula that reflects the

percentage rate of return expected on an investment or asset,

compared to the initial investment's cost.

Where, Average Income = Total Profit/ No of years



Example

ARR Calculation

Net profit for 5 years= 13,50,000

Initial cost is = 20,000,00

Find out ARR





Self  Calculation






